
soui itejuvenation senes:
"I have to believe that caring for myself is not self 
indulgent. Caring for myself is an act of survival."

— Audre Lorde

If you requirüspecifie 
accommodations to fully 

access any of our programs 
or events, please contact us 

at Phone Phone: (858)

H) T



s »  Diego Honorary Theatre
A Special One Night Only Event!

MISSING BOLTS P R O D U C T IO N S  
A N D  N O P A S S P O R T  T H E A T R E  
A L L I A N C E  & P R E S S  P R E S E N T  
AN I N T E R N A T I O N A L  T H E A T R E  
A C T IO N  IN R E S P O N S E  TO TH E  
PULSE N IG HTCL U B SHOOTING

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7 AT 7PM

An evening of short plays to bring about social justice 
One night only! Tickets are only $15!

After Orlando will bring together five local theatre companies, San Diego Repertory Theatre, Inner Mission 
Productions, Diversionary Theatre, Moxie Theatre and The Old Globe Theatre, in partnership to support our 
LGBT community and take a stand against gun violence.

This special event is an international playwright driven theatre action including over-seventy playwrights from 
the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Africa and Australia. Plays have been specifically written and 
curated in response to the shootings at Pulse Nightclub in Orlando, Florida. The plays will be read at over 40 
venues across the country and in the UK throughout the fall.

Ticket sales from After Orlando will benefit Latino Services at The Center and The San Diego chapter of the 
Brady Campaign. Latino Services art the Center provides a safe, welcoming, and culturally and linguistically 
appropriate space that allows community members to accept and embrace every aspect of their identities, 
including their culture, traditions, language, spirituality and sexual and gender identities. The San Diego chapter 
of the Brady Campaign is committed to promoting the mission of the Brady Campaign locally, with the goal of 
making our communities safe from gun violence.



13 Things Ruined by the 2016 Election
BY LES FABIAN BRATHWAITE 

WED, 2016-11-09 13:45

Donald J. Trump will be the 45th President of the United States. Never 
thought I'd have to write that, but here we are. While America 
collectively freaks out—out of joy, bewilderment, fear, anger, 
disappointment, or any combination thereof—at the prospect of a 
Trump presidency and its myriad doomsday scenarios, let's not forget 
all we've lost on the sad, dark road to this historic (?) moment.

Here are 13 things ruined by the 2016 election.

The Mainstream Media

The election of Trump serves as an indictment of the media—that is to say, the "liberal," or 
"elitist," "left-wing," "mainstream"—

—media, which almost unanimously anointed Hillary Clinton the next president, while revealing the 
cavernous culture gap across the nation. As for "conservative" or "alt-right" media, well, they've just 
been validated super hard so say goodbye to "facts" forever.

The amount of misinformation prevalent during this election was beyond troubling—it was catastrophic. 
With each of us most likely insulated within our little liberal or conservative news bubbles, the 
opportunity for misinformation to find a foothold in our brains increased with each false 
story/infographic/poll/etc. And while those fake or heavily biased news items were easily disproved by 
some independent fact-searching, facts didn't matter in this election. Like, at all.

Faith in Democracy

The 2016 election was like having a front row seat at the making of the American democratic sausage, or 
maybe its unraveling; at times it was equally fascinating and nauseating to watch.

What it revealed was a complete dissatisfaction with the government from both sides—both Bernie's 
and Trump's popularity was predicated on a desire to change the status quo because for many people,



the status quo had failed them. Or had left them behind. Or they just didn't understand the status quo, 
or like it, or think it was an American citizen. To some of Trump's followers, a vote for him was, 
as Michael Moore said, a giant "fuck you" to "the establishment" or something along those vague lines.

Trump was able to walk away with this election not only because he spoke to that general institutional 
dissatisfaction, but also because, as he so often claimed, the election was rigged. Not in any overt ways, 
but rigged bv the RNC through its very successful efforts at redistricting, minority voter suppression, and 
the gutting of the Voting Rights Act, so that even if Clinton won the popular vote, the electoral system 
has been weighed heavily and unfairly in Republican favor. Democracy ain't always what it's cracked^up 
to be.

Polls

Remember when Donald Trump would tout all these polls that had him ahead and we were like:

Because nearly every poll showed Clinton with an advantage for much of her run and going into the 
election—not a big advantage, but an advantage nonetheless. Well, it turns out, that polling this 
election has been way off for any number of reasons. So it will be a long time before anyone wants to 
hear anything poll-related outside of a strip club.

"Post-Racial America"

The theory that race was no longer an issue in this country arrived with the election of Barack Obama, 
but that theory was blown out of the water with the increased white nationalist presence around 
Trump's campaign. This country is built on such a fragile, corrosive, racially-charged history that is 
impossible to hide and incredibly difficult to change. Trump's election in many ways is the symbolic 
taking-back of White America, a rebuke of Barack Obama and all that he's come to stand for—diversity, 
inclusion...cool black dudes. In America, it has been proven—once again—that a white man, especially a 
white man with money, can say or do anything and get away with it.



The Two-Party System

Bernie Sanders' influence on Hillary Clinton's campaign and the DNC platform—the most progressive in 
its history—should not be overlooked and for many who felt the Bern during, and after, the primaries, 
he represented the need for the Democratic Party's reform, or a new party altogether. Meanwhile, the 
GOP's kowtowing to Trump and the alt-right only caused more dissension within its own ranks.

Though Gary Johnson and to a lesser extent Jill Stein (and to a lesser extent Susan Sarandon) will 
inevitably be held accountable by dispossessed Democrats, third parties will be an even more viable and 
vital element in elections going forward. The 2016 election put on display a nationwide disillusionment 
with the two major parties and how out of touch they've become with their respective bases.

America's Dignity

You realize, don't you, that America is now the basic bitch of the western world? We've hitched our 
wagons to the loud, abusive, misogynistic, racist, etc., etc., etc. guy who promises he'll treat us well but 
will most likely just end up fucking us over. And since reproductive rights are on the table, there will 
be long-term repercussions. Donald Trump, with the help of his Aryan brother- and sisterhood, dragged 
the American electoral process into the mud, breaking all the rules of decorum that had existed for over 
225 years. And he's now made it okay for other politicians and would-be politicians to follow in his 
footsteps by carelessly insulting and alienating entire swathes of people and behaving in a manner that's 
even offensive for reality TV, from where we will now exclusively find our future leaders.

By accepting Trump as our president, America is telling its citizens and the world that this is who we are 
now, that this behavior is acceptable, that treating others different from you with suspicion and 
resentment is okay. It's inconsequential whether Trump's supporters explicitly believe that because with 
their endorsement their belief is implicit.



Dear Undocumented Students and Allies,

The Undocumented Student Services Center is here for you. The results of the election have 
caused much uncertainty and anxiety in our community and that is why I want to repeat: We are 
here for you.

Over the last couple of months I have had the pleasure of meeting many of you. You have 
shared with me your personal stories and dreams for the future. My goal since day one as 
coordinator of Undocumented Student Services is to ensure that those dreams become a reality. 
Although the President-elect has expressed his views and plans for the future, I believe there is 
the possibility of a different and better future for our country: a future that we will build 
together.

In California and throughout the nation, pro-immigrant leaders, many of whom are elected 
officials, have stated their commitment to ensure the immigrant community is protected from 
unjust policies proposed by the upcoming presidential administration. Many of these pro
immigrant leaders have pledged to use the full extent of their offices and influence to protect 
our communities. I want you to know that this office and UC San Diego are committed to 
supporting undocumented students in their pursuit of higher education. Undocumented 
Student Services does and will continue to:

1. Provide you with a safe and welcoming space in which we will listen to your needs and 
seek solutions that address those needs.

2. Facilitate access for you and your family to trusted immigration legal services. We 
understand that the proposed policies don't just affect you, but also your family.

3. Minimize factors jeopardizing your education, so that graduation is your first priority.
4. Work with our faculty, staff, and student body to ensure that we continue to promote 

our Principles of Community and embody them in the programming and services that 
we offer you.

Working together I am confident we will find the strength needed to continue to thrive in this 
country as students, families, and community.

Sincerely,
Daniel Arturo Alfaro Arellano 
Coordinator
Undocumented Student Services
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Thursday, November 10th io  - Am 
It's Hot, and you're thirsty, admit it. Walk on 

over to the hilf by Main dym ror a Free 
Smoothie. Remember your ID card with aP 

Graduate Sticker!! #Gradslivehealthy



"KEEP CALM  AND  STAY STRONG... 
(AFTER THE 2016 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION)"

A CAPS Drop-In Workshop Facilitated by 
Dr. Ginger Villareal Armas & Dr. Niyatee Sukumaran

WHEN:
Thursday, 11/10/16 from 3-4 PM 

WHERE:
Murray's Place, Student Health Services

CAPS is offering this workshop, 
where students can learn practices & strategies for how to: 

-reflect on & cope with emotions.
-tolerate emotional pain in difficult situations that you CAN'T change.

You could also feel a sense of community 
through supportive interaction with other participants.

CAPS
UCSANDEGO CAPS.UCSD.EDU | (858)534-3755



We will overview



If you require specific accommodations to fully 
access any of our programs or events, please 

contact us (858) 822-1577

Women's
Center
{sm all meeting room}

LGBT
‘ resource center

H w eek 7
Thursday 11/10/16

3:30pm  - ̂ :50pm



LGI3T V e te ra n s  Talk
LGBT
RESOURCE CENTER

Cross Cultural Center 
Week 7, Thursday,
11/10/2016,1400-1500

A discussion group lead by a Military Vet for Lesbian, 
Gay, Bisexual, and Trans military veterans, reservist, and 

active duty service personnel; and their partners. As 
Veteran's Day approaches, what does duty and being a 
veteran mean as a LGBT person? If you have questions 

or want to RSVP, email rainbow@ucsd.edu.

The U C  San Diego LG B T  Resource Center is committed to being 
accessible to all who frequent our space, participate in our programs, 
and attend our events. Our physical location is accessible to anyone 

who utilizes assisted mobility. If you require specific accommodations 
to fully access any of our programs or events, please contact Maribel 

Gomez at mpgomez@ucsd.edu, (858) 822-3493.

> w ,
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mailto:rainbow@ucsd.edu
mailto:mpgomez@ucsd.edu
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KNOW YOUR RIGHTS
Everyone has certain basic | 
no matter who is president

NOVEMBER 10, 2016

By now everyone knows that Donald Trump has been elected president of the United 
States and will begin to serve his term in January 2017. No matter who is president, 
everyone living in the U.S. has certain basic rights under the U.S. Constitution. 
Undocumented immigrants have these rights, too. It is important that we all assert and 
protect our basic rights.

If you find you have to deal with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) or 
other law enforcement officers at home, on the street, or anywhere else, remember 
that you have the rights described in this factsheet. The factsheet also provides 
suggestions for what you should do to assert your rights.

S  You have the right to remain silent. You may refuse to speak to 
immigration officers.

• Don't answer any questions. You may also say that you want to 
remain silent.

• Don't say anything about where you were born or how you entered the U.S.

1

m

Carry a know-your-rights card and show it if an 
immigration officer stops you.

• The card explains that you will remain silent 
and that you wish to speak with an attorney.

Do not open your door.

• To be allowed to enter your home, ICE must 
have a warrant signed by a judge. Do not open 
your door unless an ICE agent shows you a 
warrant. (They almost never have one.) If an 
ICE agent wants to show you a warrant, they 
can hold it against a window or slide it under 
the door. To be valid, the warrant must have 
your correct name and address on it.

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS!
If you are stopped by immigration or the police:

V  Hand this card to the officer, and remain 
silent.

V The card explains that you are exercising your 
right to refuse to answer any questions until 
you have talked with a lawyer.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
Please be informed that I am choosing to 
exercise my right to remain silent and my right 
to refuse to answer your questions. If I am 
detained, I request to contact an attorney 
immediately. I am also exercising my right to 
refuse to sign anything until I consult with my 
attorney. Thank you.

LOS ANGELES (Headquarters)

3435 Wilshire Blvd. #108 -  62 
Los Angeles, CA 90010

213 639-3900  
213 639-3911 fax

National ; 
Immigration 

y£¿¿£1 Law C enter

Washington, DC

1 1 2 1 14th Street, NW, Ste. 200
Washington, DC 20005

202 216-0261  
202 216-0266 fax

http://www.Nitc.c
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• You do not need to open the door to talk with an ICE agent. Once you open the 
door, it is much harder to refuse to answer questions.

S  You have the right to speak to a lawyer.

• You can simply say, "I need to speak to my attorney."
• You may have your lawyer with you if ICE or other law enforcement questions 

you.

S  Before you sign anything, talk to a lawyer.

• ICE may try to get you to sign away your right to see a lawyer or a judge. Be sure 
you understand what a document actually says before you sign it.

S  Always carry with you any valid immigration document you have.

• For example, if you have a valid work permit or green card, be sure to have it with 
you in case you need to show it for identification purposes.

• Do not carry papers from another country with you, such as a foreign passport. 
Such papers could be used against you in the deportation process.

S  If you are worried ICE will arrest you, let the officer know if you have children.

• If you are the parent or primary caregiver of a U.S. citizen or permanent resident 
who is under age 18, ICE may "exercise discretion" and let you go.

Because Donald Trump has made many anti-immigrant statements, ICE and other law
enforcement officers may think they can get away with violating your rights.
Sometimes' ICE officers lie to people in order to get them to open their doors or sign
away their rights. If ICE detains you or you are concerned that they will conduct raids in
your area, this is what you can do:

S  Create a safety plan.

• Memorize the phone number of a friend, family member, or attorney that you 
can call if you are arrested.

• If you take care of children or other people, make a plan to have them taken care 
of if you are detained.

• Keep important documents such as birth certificates and immigration documents 
in a safe place where a friend or family member can access them if necessary.

• Make sure your loved ones know how to find you if you are detained by ICE. They 
can use ICE's online detainee locator (https://locator.ice.Rov/odls/homePaRe.do) 
to find an adult who is in immigration custody. Or they can call the local ICE office 
(https://www.ice.Rov/contact/ero). Make sure they have your alien registration 
number written down, if you have one.

Everyone Has Certain Basic Rights, No Matter Who Is President page 2 of 3

http://www.NiLiC.oRG
https://locator.ice.Rov/odls/homePaRe.do
https://www.ice.Rov/contact/ero
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• You can call the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) hotline number at 
240-314-1500 or 1-800-898-7180 (toll-free) 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to get 
information on your case's status.

S  Report and document raids and 
arrests.

$i||g

• If it is possible and safe for you to 
do so, take photos and videos of 
the raid or arrest. Also take notes 
on what happened.

• Call United We Dream's hotline 
to report a raid: 1-844-363-1423.

• Send text messages to 877877.

S  Find legal help.

® Nonprofit organizations that provide low-cost help can be found at 
www.immigrationlawhelp.org.

• The immigration courts have a list of lawyers and organizations that provide free 
legal services: www.iustice.gov/eoir/list-pro-bono-legal-service-providers-map.

• At https://www.adminrelief.org there is a search engine into which you type a zip 
code and then are given a list of all the legal services near you.

• You can search for an immigration lawyer using the American Immigration 
Lawyers Association's online directory, www.ailalawver.com.

e The National Immigration Project of the National Lawyers Guild also has an online 
find-a-lawyer tool: https://www.nationalimmigrationproiect.org/find.html.

v' Learn more about your rights.

• Read NILC's tips on how to prepare for a raid—in English or Spanish.*
« Read resources and booklets in English and Spanish by the American Friends 

Service Committee and Casa de Maryland: 
https://www.afsc.org/categorv/topic/know-vour-rights.

* ENGLISH www.nilc.org/set-involved/communitv-education-resources/know-your-rights/immraidsprep 2007-02- 
27/ or SPANISH www.nilc.org/get-involved/communitv-education-resources/know-your- 
rights/preppararedadas 2007-03-27/.

Everyone Has Certain Basic Rights, No Matter Who Is President page 3 of 3

http://www.immigrationlawhelp.org
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• Yes, No, Maybe: Clarifying Consent
- Cute or Creepy: Practicing Cybersafety
- Violence * Love in any Language
- Bystander Intervention and the IDEAS Model

- Create campus networks and mentorship
• 25 Hour Time Commitment per Quarter

- Weekly meetings: Thursdays 2:00-3:30pm
- Winter Quarter Retreat: Saturday, January 21st 
• 3 workshops/events throughout Spring Quarter

Online Applications DUE Not 1 3 ,2 0 1 6 11:59pm



[Refreshments and Free Safer Sex supplies provided]
Facilitated by Laura Brown
Health Educator, Gynecological Teaching Assistant, Yoga Instructor

W H E N :
NOV 15 / 5:30 PM 
W H E R E :
CROSS-CULTURAL CENTER LIBRARY



RESOURCE CENTER

A Conversation About the Presidential

A C lo se d  S pace for Queer and Trans People of 
Color to Process and Heal from the Presidential

Election

Nov 16
4:30 - 6:30 pm 

LGBT R eso urce Center

If you require accommodations to fully access the event, please 
contact us at (858) 822-3493 or rainbow@ucsd.edu.

'.V  I  » Ü

mailto:rainbow@ucsd.edu




SISTAS' 
NIGHT IN

Join us for a chill evening of karaoke, games, movies and 
free food at the women's center!
THIS WEDNESDAY 11/16 7-9pm

Hosted by the Women s Center and Black Student Union.
This is a closed event for at! UCSD-affiliated 

Black-identified women and femme-identified folk.



Cafe con Ran: ¿Q ue  p a sa  en e l m undo? 
M o n d a y  N ov. 16

■  2-3pm -:
R aza  Resource Centro

8 B H H M R p’ ^ ^ ^ H H R B B H
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UC SA N D I E G O

RAZA
RESOURCE CENTRO

Jo in  us fo r  a  conve rsa tion  
su rround ing  the cijUreht even ts 
un fo ld in g  a|^University o f ^  
M isso u r i a n a  the im pact it has 
on  co llege  cam puses across the 
na tion  A



Queer Grad
M -ô-U Ay

Are y o u  a Q u e e r  
Graduate Student?

Want to meet other 
Queer Grad Students?

Stop by the LGBT 
Resource Center to 
chat and sip coffee.

November 17th
3-4pm I LGBT Resource Center

The LGBT Resource Center is committed to making our space accessible for, 
anyone that enters our communities’ program, events, and space. If you require 
specific accommodations, please contact Maribel Gomez at mpgomez@ucsd.edu 
or (858) 822-3493.

LGBT
RESOURCE CENTER 858. 822.3493 | rainbow@ucsd.edu | lgbt.ucsd.edu

mailto:mpgomez@ucsd.edu
mailto:rainbow@ucsd.edu


■Men W fq lo v e  Men
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Thursday, Week 8,11/17/2016 
10111:

LGBT Resource Center 
Conference Room

How do we express our authentic selves in these 
uncertain times? How do we as men-who-love-men 
navigate our different identities in a heterocentric 

world? A serious discussion group for self-identified 
men who love other men (not a dating group). If you 

have questions or want to RSVP, email 
rainbow@ucsd.edu

I

The UC San Diego LG BT Resource Center is 
committed to being accessible to ail who frequent 

?our space, participate in our programs, and attend 
our events. Our physical location is accessible to 

anyone who utilizes assisted mobility. If you require 
specific accommodations to fully access any of our 
programs or events, please contact Maribel Gomez 

atmpgomez@ucsd.edu, (858) 822-3493.

RESOURCE CENTER

mailto:rainbow@ucsd.edu
mailto:atmpgomez@ucsd.edu




a "write-in" for 
political engagement
THURS, NOV. 17 
12:30 - 2:30PM 
THE WRITING HUB 
GEISEL LIBRARY, 1ST FLOOR

Write your statement 
of political impact. 

Engage with others. 
Capture your voice at 

this critical time.
WritingHub@ucsd.edu

mailto:WritingHub@ucsd.edu






nal House



Monday November 21 
1-2:30 PM

Raza Resource Centro

W
G lk

ÜC S A N  0 1 E 60

RAZA
RESOURCE CENTRO



y  MLK JR DAY OF SERVICE ^
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upport UC San Diego's MLK JR Day 
if Service & Oneonata Elementary 
chool by donating items to support 

ocal students.

Sham poo (travel size)
Body wash (travel size)
Toothpaste (travel size)

Toothbrush
Hand sanitizer (travel size)

Baby wipes (travel size)
Sunscreen (spf 50 - Banana boat)

School supply items for classroom

a

l i t  ! I vT Ith Services 
Student Veterans Resource Center 

Women's Resource Center

For questions regarding the donation drive, 
please contact Haley Lomax at hlomax@ucsd.edu.

For more information about UC San Diego’s Martin Luther King

mailto:hlomax@ucsd.edu
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VIDEO CAMES
%$iil

JOIN THE LCBT RESOURCE 
CENTER FOR A CONVERSATION 
ABOUT THE PORTRAYAL OF 
MULTIPLE CENDER ATTRACTION 
IN VIDEO GAMES & VIDEO GAME 
INDUSTRY

TUESDAY, 
NOVEM BER 22ND
6:30-8:30 PM 
LCBT RESOURCE  
CENTER CONFERENCE  
ROOM



AIDS DAY

Tabling & Red Ribbon Distribution
11 am -  3 pm / Library Walk

HIV Info Session for LGBT Community
10-11 am / LGBT Resource Center

HIV in the African-American Community Info Session
11 am - 1 2  pm / Black Resource Center

HIV/AIDS Tree of Remembrance
11 am -  3 pm / End of Library Walk, In front of Geisel Library

PrEP & PEP with Dr. Kadakia
12:30-2  pm / John Muir College Room, Price Center East

HIV Info Session in Spanish
2 -  3 pm / Raza Resource Centro

HIV and Women Info Session
3 -  4 pm / Women’s Center

HIV in the API Community
4 -  5 pm / Cross-Cultural Center, Comunidad Room

Living with HIV Panel
6:30-7:30 pm / John Muir College Room, Price Center East

AIDS Memorial Quilt
10 am -  7:30 pm / Price Center East Ballroom

COMPULSIVE PRACTIVE ongoing video screening
10 am -  7 pm / Price Center East Ballroom

Pianist Rene Risa
10 am - 1 2  pm / Price Center East Ballrooom

HIV/Hep C/STI Testing Bus
10 am -  4 pm / Library Walk by Student Health Services

Photobooth in Honor of World AIDS Day
10 am -  3 pm / Library Walk

Library Chimes
12 pm / Geisel Library

#HIVPREVENTION

, ; I '¡■ r worldAIDSday.ucsd.edu



Frat parties mocking Black History Month, homophobic slurs, anti-Mexican graffiti 
on campus, and sexual harassment...these reoccurring events affect ALL 
students, underrepresented or not, and demonstrate the need for a 
conversation about student experiences related to the campus climate at UC 
San Diego. Join the conversation and submit your creative work!

The UC San Diego Library is creating a "living archive" as an alternative way to 
highlight awareness, provide a space for dialogue, and preserve and document 
events related to UC San Diego history. A living archive is a collection of 
materials presented in a way that allows for the expression, exhibition, 
documentation, and preservation of a sentiment or movement in a particular 
community. This type of "archiving" is "living" because it is constantly updated 
with the current climate and consists of all manner of expression from 
documents of the past, to creative expression through art, to real-time 
feedback of the current period.

We want YOU to be a part of the Living Archive. What do you have to say or 
express about the current climate at UCSD?

Information on the project and how to submit work is 
here: http://lib.ucsd.edu/howucit
The physical exhibit will run from February 1 - March 31,2016 in Geisel Library, 
with a permanent online collection of submissions. Deadline for submissions is 
November 30th and you must be enrolled as a current UCSD student. Paintings, 
drawings, collages, prints, sculptures, photographs, performance art, written 
work, video or film are
welcome!

For questions or more 
information, contact Tamara 
Rhodes, tlrhodes@ucsd.edu.

http://lib.ucsd.edu/howucit
mailto:tlrhodes@ucsd.edu


De-stress, draw, paint, make art, 
docransjamoutatne 
lgbt Resource center 

conference Room

Fall 2016 week 1 0  

November 3 0 th
4:30PM - 6:00PM

supplies provided or iou can tiring 
your owiu



Relax & 
Retreat

#WAYBACKWE D N ESD AY

WED N OV  30TH 
6 : 0 0 - 7 : 3 0 P M

AT THE WOMEN'S CENTER

C O M E  U N W I N D  A N D  T R E A T  Y O U R
Y O U  D E S E R V E  IT





Cross-Cultural Center Presents: Breather Series Program

Arts & Crafts

Thursday | December 1 | 12-3p | @  CCC ArtSpace

Come to de-stress or take a break from work or school. Take home what 
you create, whether it is a picture frame, wooden box, canvas, etc. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ AH supplies are provided! All are welcome!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
For more information contact: Vioieta Gonzales at vigonzales@ucsd.edu

The UC San Diego Cross-Cultural Center is committed to being accessible to all who frequent our space, participate in our programs, and attend our 
events. If you require specific accommodations to fully access any of our programs or events, please contact cccenter@ucsd.edu or 858.534.9689
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mailto:cccenter@ucsd.edu


What a Trump presidency could mean for LGBT 
Americans
By Emanuelia Grinberg. CNN

Updated 1:04 PM ET, Mon December 5, 2016

These are Trump's key promises for his first 100 days 01:02 

Story highlights

• Gay, lesbian and transgender people fear diminished civil rights under President-elect Donald 
Trump

• While Trump has been called "LGBT-friendly," critics say the party platform is anything but

(CNN)The election of Donald Trump and running mate Mike Pence set off panic in gay, lesbian, bisexual 
and transgender communities across the country, as people worried which of their divisive campaign 
promises would come true.

Would the President-elect make good on his pledge to repeal the Affordable Care Act, which protects 
transgender people from discrimination in accessing health care? Will he appoint conservative judges to 
the US Supreme Court who could roll back marriage equality and other civil rights? Will Pence's long-ago 
support for so-called "conversion therapy" translate to a directive for LGBT youth?

Questions such as these flooded the offices of LGBT advocacy groups nationwide following Trump's 
victory early Wednesday.

Despite being regarded by some as one of the most "pro-LGBT" Republican presidential nominees ever, 
who expressed sympathy for the LGBT community after the Orlando nightclub shooting, critics say his 
conservative advisers -- Pence included -- and the Republican party's anti-LGBT platform are a threat to 
the progress made during the Obama administration's legacy.

"We're hearing from really, really scared people," said Rachel Tiven, CEO of Lambda Legal, a nonprofit 
legal advocacy organization. "We're seeing a fear of an atmosphere of intolerance that began with 
Trump's campaign."

Spokespeople for Trump and Pence did not return requests for comment.

The Human Rights Campaign, which supported Hillary Clinton, held a Facebook Live broadcast on 
Thursday to address some of the concerns. Here's what their experts and others from national LGBT 
groups had to say.

Protesters take part in a demonstration against Donald Trump's presidential election victory in Los 
Angeles.



Is this the end of same-sex marriage?

Many same-sex couples worry that their marriages 
could be invalidated in Trump's America, or that if 
things are getting serious they better hurry up and 
make it official before their right to tie the knot 
disappears.

Neither the President nor Congress can take away what 
the Supreme Court has deemed a "fundamental right," 
leaving current marriages safe, multiple legal experts 
said.

While Trump does not have the right to unilaterally scrap marriage equality, he has the power to 
appoint Supreme Court justices who could.

So far, judicial conservatives are said to be very pleased with his potential nominees. But it would take a 
long time for the court to repeal marriage equality -- if they decide to, Tiven said. Regardless of who 
replaces Justice Antonin Scalia, the five Supreme Court justices who ushered in marriage equality will 
remain. The jurists that replace them could be the ones that bring change.

By then, though, advocates are optimistic that society will have adjusted to the idea and let it be.

"People's hearts and minds have changed," HRC legal director Sarah Warbelow said. "We've had rights 
rolled back but it is rare."

What about same-sex adoption?

Gay and lesbian parents are worried that their parental rights could be in jeopardy, especially for the 
non-biological parent.

Even if that person's name is on the child's birth certificate, experts say it's best to adopt the child.

Also called a second parent adoption, it's a court order that says as a legal matter the adult is a parent, 
said Jennifer C. Pizer, senior counsel and law and policy director of Lambda Legal.

Though the states set adoption and parental rights policies, adoption ensures both parents have a legal 
tie, which could help in challenges to parental rights at the federal level.

"Court judgments are recognized from state to state as a constitutional rule so even if federal law 
changes you're a parent of the child," she said.

Does this mean more 'bathroom bills'?

North Carolina's controversial HB 2 got most of the attention, but 
2016 brought similar proposals to regulate bathroom access for 
transgender people across the country. Advocacy groups fully 
expected the ball to keep rolling regardless of who captured the 
presidency.



LGBT rights: The national battle of the bathroom

"It was clear in 2016 that we saw an upswing in anti-trans legislation, more than we'd ever seen before," 
said Transgender Law Center Executive Director Kris Hayashi. "We anticipated that was not going to 
lessen but increase in 2017."

In response, advocacy groups have been training across the country for more legislative battles, he said.

"What is needed in this moment is for transgender leaders to continue the work we've been doing 
advocating and organizing for our rights."

What about transgender students?

The Obama administration's recommendation to schools to treat transgender students in accordance 
with their gender identity drew cheers from advocacy groups and criticism from conservatives, 
including Pence. Trump said transgender people should be protected under the law but rejected the use 
of federal law to do so, saying it should be left to the states.

Even if Trump rescinds the Obama administration's guidance, the laws upon which it was based won't 
change, said David Stacy, Government Affairs Director of HRC.

The directive is largely based on Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments, which forbids 
discrimination based on gender. In recent years, trial court and court of appeals decisions have 
interpreted Title IX to cover sexual orientation and gender identity, too, extending its protections to the 
LGBT population.

"Schools have an obligation to follow the law whether the guidance is repealed or not," he said. "When 
it comes to recognizing a name change, or the use of bathroom facilities, under federal law schools have 
a legal and moral obligation to treat all students with dignity and respect."

Will I lose my Obamacare?

Repealing the Affordable Care Act was a benchmark of Trump's campaign. Of the 20 million Americans 
covered, about 5% are gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender, Stacy said.

The Affordable Care Act has a non-discrimination provision that includes gender identity and sexual 
orientation. It was especially meaningful for transgender people, who often face discrimination when 
they try to access gender-affirming health care. Taking away Obamacare would mean removing those 
protections, Stacy said.

But it remains to be seen how Trump would actually do this, leaving groups in a holding pattern for how 
to respond.

Is conversion therapy going to be legitimized?

As far as we can tell, at no point in the presidential campaign did Vice President-elect Pence talk about 
supporting conversion therapy, a widely discredited practice that claims to undo homosexuality.



But in his run for Congress in 2000, his campaign website said he endorsed using federal funds to 
support "those institutions which provide assistance to those seeking to change their sexual behavior."

The position has been widely interpreted as signaling Pence's support for conversion therapy, according 
to Snopes.com. It got a new life during his run for executive office, leading to panicked calls from LGBT 
youth who are "terrified" that they'll be forced into conversion therapy, said Pizer of Lambda Legal.

Because the practice has been widely rejected by mental health professionals and outlawed in some 
states, it's hard to imagine that it could ever gain credibility or become law, Pizer said -- even with the 
support of an elected official.

"It's up to parents to make lots of decisions for their kids, but mental health professionals know that this 
type of effort to change who people are is not effective," she said.

Will I still be able to serve in the military?

Though anything could happen, it's "exceedingly unlikely" that Pence's opposition to the repeal of 
"Don't Ask. Don't Tell" will reverse the decision to let gays and lesbians serve openly in the military, said 
Warbelow of the HRC.

Transgender service began this year, too, signed off on by the chairs of each military branch, she said.

"Regulations are not easy to undo," she said. "The military leadership of our country feels good about it 
and all of those people have skills and expertise that our military needs."

Should challenges arise, she reminded people that there will be a notice and comment period for people 
to raise their voices.

"If you think something is going to affect your future you need to reach out. Even if it's a Republican 
[lawmaker] they need to hear from constituents."

CNN's Rolando Zenteno contributed to this report.
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‘Hate Has No Home Here’ Yard Signs 
GoFundMe

In response to incidents of hateful harassment and 
discrimination in the week following Trump’s election 

victory, the residents of Kalamazoo, Michigan created 

a GoFundMe campaign to create “Hate Has No Home 

Here” yard signs for individuals to place on their property, 

blanketing their community with a unified message that 

Kalamazoo will not tolerate hate and bigotry towards any 

member of their family.

HATE HAS NO HOM E HERE.
A j »J4J1

°] hi °ll-b ul fr°] h!ui  ns nrn1? rfro' n4?
El odio no tiene hogar aquí.

East Bay High School Queer Prom!
GoFundMe

A  group of students at California’s Berkeley High School (BHS) turned to GoFundMe to 

raise funds for Berkeley High School to host a Queer Prom open to students at BHS 

and other high schools in Berkeley and the Bay Area who identify with the LGBTQA+ 

community to come together for a fun and memorable night.



• Save Broken Rainbow 
GoFundMe

Facing closure upon losing its main source of funding, 

the Broken Rainbow, an LGBT domestic violence 

helpline in England, turned to GoFundMe to raise the 

funds needed to keep their doors open. Thanks to nearly 

250 donors, the organization will be able to continue 
providing crucial services for thousands of LGBT people 

experiencing domestic violence and abuse.

• Pride in the C LE  — 2016 Cleveland 
GoFundMe

The LGBT Community Center of Greater 

Cleveland, Ohio (The Center) turned to 

GoFundMe to raise the funds needed to organize 

a Pride parade celebrating Cleveland’s LGBTQ 

community, raising over $8,000 toward their goal.

PRIDE O
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• Donnie’s Top Surgery 
GoFundMe

Following a two-year fight with his insurance 

company and a lifelong struggle with gender 

dysphoria, severe anxiety, and depression, 

Donnie Cianciotto, a transgender 

man, turned to GoFundMe to fund his chest 

reconstruction surgery. Thanks to the 

generosity of over 200 donors, he hit his 
goal in under a month, just in time for his 

wedding to his wife Rebecca.



Chopping Off My Hair To Fund A Book

In an effort to bring awareness and support to underrepresented gender and sexual 
identities, YouTuber Ashley Mardell turned to GoFundMe, promising to cut her hair if 

her campaign reached $5,000, with proceeds being used to fund a book based on her 

YouTube series. “ABCs of LGBT.”

• Welcome to Watah’s Blk Bx Season 
GoFundMe

Facing the possibility of closure due to a lack of 

funding, Watah, a Canadian theater company 

specializing in the professional development and 

mentorship of emerging artists from under

resourced communities, turned to GoFundMe, 

raising $17,000 to cover the cost of rent and 

operations and continues service for under

privileged minority artists.

Je sse ’s Surgery Survival Fund 
GoFundMe

Jesse Jay, an Altadena, California resident 

and business owner, was allegedly the victim 

of a hate crime after exiting a bar late one 

night, leaving him unable to work for three 

months. Facing mounting medical and living 

expenses, he turned to GoFundMe for 

support and was able to raise $15,000 in just 

a week thanks to the help of friends, family 

and even strangers.



• Honor Them With Action Fund 
GoFundMe

Inspired by success of the Pulse Victims 

Fund, Equality Florida created a 

campaign to fund efforts to ban anti- 

LGBTQ discrimination in Florida and 

pass gun violence prevention policies in 

the third most populous state in the 

country. The campaign raised over 

$138,000, with GoFundMe matching 

ever dollar given to Equality Florida up to $100,000.

• Support LGBT Film #PostProduction 
GoFundMe

LGBTQ female filmmaker Katherine Brooks turned to 

GoFundMe to help finance her feature film. “Lost In Time,” 

exploring the relationship between a psychiatrist and her 

patient. All 700 donors who raised $56,000 to help Brooks 

create the film are mentioned by name in the credits as a 
special thanks for their support.

• Hat Sisters 
GoFundMe

John Michael Gray and Tim O ’Connor, known as The Hat 

Sisters, became celebrated figures at parades, 

carnivals, and decades of charity gatherings, at which 

the allure of their presence helped raise hundreds of 

thousands of dollars for causes ranging from AIDS 

health care to cancer research. When Gray passed 

away after a battle with lung cancer this summer, 

over 500 donors raised $50,000 to cover the financial 

and medical expenses facing his family.

0N0R THEM WITH ACTIO
$100,000 Match Grant 

from GoFundMe
For every dollar given to Equality Florida, 
GoFundMe will match it up to $100,000,



Stand with our family
MORE THAN A FENCE

Our family has been the victims of a frivolous lawsuit in a effoi 
to separetly enforce against our two father household. 

Standing up for ourselves has come at a great cost.
Stand with our family!

Find out more about our story <§>
www.Gofundme.com/MoreThanAFence

I

Ruth-Davis Family Legal Expenses 
GoFundMe

Keith and David Ruth-David became the alleged 

victims of harassment, vandalism and a lawsuit 

waged by neighbors, which threatened to force 

them out of their home. After defeating the 

lawsuit, they turned to GoFundMe for financial 

support in paying off over $70,000 in legal fees, 

raising over $50,000.

Michael Volz Trans-Bashing-Support 
GoFundMe

On the evening of June 22, Seattle resident Michael 

M. Volz was allegedly assaulted after attending a 

fundraiser on Capitol Hill for the victims of the Pulse,
Orlando shooting. Over 1,000 people helped raise 

$37,000 to support Michael’s healing and recovery.

Fund For Legal Name/Gender Changes 
GoFundMe

In anticipation of increased difficulty obtaining legal name and/or gender changes —  

and of increased scrutiny, harassment, disenfranchisement, and violence against 

transgender and gender non-conforming people -  a 

University of Illinois transgender studies 

professor created a fund that is intended to provide 

financial assistance for those wishing to make these 

legal changes in the U.S. with the goal of expediting 

the process for those who would otherwise have to 

delay due to lack of funds, so they may change their 

documents before Jan 20, 2017, when Trump will be 

sworn into office.
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